
THE PERFECT PAIR:
PRICEFX AND CPQ

ABOUT THIS GUIDE

This guide will clearly outline the
complimentary benefits of PriceFX and
CPQ and how this pairing can positively
impact your organization.



Efficient Quoting Processes

Data-Driven Decision
Making

Dynamic Pricing Strategies

Personalized Customer
Experience

Streamlined Sales
Operations

BENEFITS
IIt is crucial to sell faster and better. Imagine
two superheroes in the business world:
Configure, Price, Quote (CPQ) and PriceFX.
CPQ helps businesses quickly figure out how
to price and sell products. On the other side,
PriceFX is like a wizard that helps businesses
set the perfect prices for maximum profit.
Now, when these two join forces, it's like
magic – they make selling stuff super easy
and successful.

CPQ is like a speedy sidekick for sales teams.
But, when it teams up with PriceFX, it's not
just about speed – it's like they unlock special
powers that help businesses grow and make
more money. Together, they're not just a
team; they're the dream team for businesses
wanting to do well in a tough competition.
Let's find out why PriceFX and CPQ make the
ultimate duo for businesses aiming to be the
best.
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Efficient Quoting Process:

CPQ eliminates manual errors in the quoting process by automating
configuration and pricing calculations.
PriceFX enhances CPQ by providing real-time market insights,
ensuring that the quoted prices are competitive and aligned with
market trends.

Dynamic Pricing Strategies:

PriceFX allows businesses to dynamically adjust prices based on
changing market conditions.
CPQ integrates these dynamic pricing strategies seamlessly,
ensuring that quotes generated are always reflective of the latest
pricing decisions.

Personalized Customer Experience:

CPQ enables sales teams to create personalized quotes tailored to
individual customer needs.
PriceFX adds intelligence to this process by considering customer
behavior and preferences, ensuring that the personalized quotes are
also optimized for maximum profitability.
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Data-Driven Decision Making:

PriceFX harnesses the power of data analytics to provide insights
into market trends, competitor pricing, and customer behavior.
CPQ leverages these insights to optimize configuration options and
pricing strategies, resulting in informed decision-making across the
entire sales cycle.

Streamlined Sales Operations:

The integration of CPQ and PriceFX streamlines sales operations by
automating complex tasks and reducing manual intervention.
Sales teams can focus on building relationships and closing deals,
confident that their quoting and pricing processes are backed by
powerful, data-driven tools.

Ready to learn more about adding PriceFX
to your pricing strategy?

Reach out to us today to learn more or get started.

www.Canidium.com/contact
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